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FARM CREDIT SYSTEM INSURANCE
CORPORATION

12 CFR Part 1411

RIN 3055–AA07

Rules of Practice and Procedure; Rule
Adjusting Civil Money Penalties for
Inflation

AGENCY: Farm Credit System Insurance
Corporation.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This rule contains the cost-of-
living adjustments for the civil money
penalties specified in the Farm Credit
Act of 1971, as amended. Since October
1996, the penalty could not exceed $110
per day. The new penalty cannot exceed
$117 per day. The new penalty is set in
accordance with the Federal Civil
Penalties Adjustment Act of 1990, as
amended by the Debt Collection
Improvement Act of 1996, which
requires us to adjust our penalties for
inflation every four years.
EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule will become
effective on August 22, 2001.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Dorothy L. Nichols, General Counsel,
Farm Credit System Insurance
Corporation, McLean, VA 22102, (703)
883–4211.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Penalty Provisions

Two provisions of the Farm Credit
Act of 1971, as amended (Act) authorize
the Farm Credit System Insurance
Corporation (FCSIC) to impose civil
money penalties. First, section 5.65(c)
specifies that any insured System bank
that willfully fails or refuses to file any
certified statement or pay any premium
required under Part E of the Act shall be
subject to a penalty of $100 for each day
that the violation continues. Second,
section 5.65(d) makes it unlawful for
anyone convicted of a criminal offense

involving dishonesty or a breach of trust
to serve as a director, officer, or
employee of any System institution,
without the prior written consent of the
Farm Credit Administration. For a
willful violation of this section, the
FCSIC may subject the institution to a
penalty of $100 for each day that the
violation continues. In 1996, the FCSIC
applied the inflation formula provided
in the Federal Civil Penalties
Adjustment Act of 1990, (28 U.S.C. 2461
note) and increased the penalties to
$110.

II. Cost-of-Living Adjustment

The prescribed cost-of-living
adjustment formula or inflation factor is
based on the difference between the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) for June of
1999 and the CPI for June of 1996, the
year the penalty was last set. We used
the Department of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statistics—All Urban Consumers
Tables. The CPI value was 156.7 for
June 1996 and was 166.2 for June 1999,
resulting in an inflation factor of 1.06
(i.e., a 6-percent increase). Using this
adjustment the $110 penalty goes to
$116.6 and with the rounding method
prescribed in the statute it becomes
$117.

The existing penalty of $110
continues to apply until amended by the
publishing of this rule in the Federal
Register.

The Federal Civil Penalties
Adjustment Act of 1990, as amended by
the Debt Collection Improvement Act of
1996, gives agencies no discretion in the
adjustment of civil money penalties for
the rate of inflation. It also requires a
reassessment every 4 years. Moreover,
this rule is ministerial, technical, and
noncontroversial. For these reasons, the
FCSIC finds good cause to determine
that public notice and an opportunity to
comment are impracticable,
unnecessary, and contrary to the public
interest pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(B).
Therefore, this rule is adopted in final
form.

List of Subjects in 12 CFR Part 1411

Banks, banking, Civil money
penalties, Penalties.

For the reasons stated in the
preamble, part 1411 of charter XIV, title
12 of the Code of Federal Regulations is
revised to read as follows:

PART 1411—RULES OF PRACTICE
AND PROCEDURE

1. Revise the authority citation for
part 1411 to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 5.58(10), 5.65(c) and (d) of
the Farm Credit Act; 12 U.S.C. 2277a–7(10),
2277a–14(c) and (d)); 28 U.S.C. 2461 note.

Subpart A—Rules and Procedures for
Assessment and Collection of Civil
Money Penalties

2. Revise § 1411.1 to read as follows:

§ 1411.1 Inflation adjustment of civil
money penalties for failure to file a certified
statement, pay any premium required or
obtain approval before employment of
persons convicted of criminal offenses.

In accordance with the Federal Civil
Money Penalties Inflation Adjustment
Act of 1990, as amended by the Debt
Collection Improvement Act of 1996, a
civil money penalty imposed pursuant
to section 5.65(c) or (d) of the Act for a
violation occurring on or after October
23, 1996 shall not exceed $117 per day
for each day the violation continues.

Dated: August 16, 2001.
Kelly Mikel Williams,
Secretary, Farm Credit System Insurance
Corporation Board.
[FR Doc. 01–21154 Filed 8–21–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6710–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 39

[Docket No. 2001–CE–26–AD; Amendment
39–12404; AD 2001–17–13]

RIN 2120–AA64

Airworthiness Directives; JanAero
Devices Part Number (P/N) 14D11,
A14D11, B14D11, C14D11, 23D04,
A23D04, B23D04, and C23D04 Fuel
Regulator Shutoff Valves

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Final rule; request for
comments.

SUMMARY: This amendment supersedes
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 2001–08–
01, which applies to certain JanAero
Devices (JanAero) 14D11 and 23D04
series fuel regulator shutoff valves used
with certain JanAero combustion
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heaters that are installed on aircraft. AD
2001–08–01 currently requires you to
visually inspect and pressure test these
fuel regulator shutoff valves for leaks,
and, if leaks are found, replace the fuel
regulator shutoff valve. Numerous
reports of fuel regulator shutoff valves
leaking fuel caused the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to issue AD
2001–08–01. This amendment retains
the actions of AD 2001–08–01, except
only the visual inspection or the
pressure test will be required instead of
both. This amendment also specifically
calls out the fuel regulator shutoff
valves by part number instead of series,
includes provisions for disabling the
heater as an alternative method of
compliance, and makes other minor
clarifying revisions and additions to the
AD. The actions specified by this AD are
intended to eliminate or severely reduce
the potential for fuel leakage in aircraft
with these combustion heaters, which
could result in an aircraft fire with
consequent damage or destruction.
DATES: This AD becomes effective on
September 11, 2001.

The Director of the Federal Register
previously approved the incorporation
by reference of JanAero Devices Service
Bulletin No. A–107, dated January 8,
2001, as of May 10, 2001 (66 FR 19720,
April 17, 2001).

The FAA must receive any comments
on this rule on or before October 5,
2001.

ADDRESSES: Submit comments in
triplicate to FAA, Central Region, Office
of the Regional Counsel, Attention:
Rules Docket No. 2001–CE–26–AD, 901
Locust, Room 506, Kansas City,
Missouri 64106.

You may get the service information
referenced in this AD from JanAero
Devices, Electrosystems-JanAero
Devices, P.O. Box 273, Fort Deposit,
Alabama 36032; telephone: (334) 227–
8306; facsimile: (334) 227–8596;
Internet: http://
www.kellyaerospace.com. You may
examine this information at FAA,
Central Region, Office of the Regional
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No.
2001–CE–26–AD, 901 Locust, Room
506, Kansas City, Missouri 64106; or at
the Office of the Federal Register, 800
North Capitol Street, NW., suite 700,
Washington, DC.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Linda M. Haynes, Aerospace Engineer,
FAA, Atlanta Aircraft Certification
Office, One Crown Center, 1895 Phoenix
Boulevard, suite 450, Atlanta, Georgia
30349; telephone: (770) 703–6091;
facsimile: (770) 703–6097.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Discussion

Has FAA Taken Any Action to This
Point?

Reports of leaking JanAero fuel
regulator shutoff valves found during
routine aircraft inspections caused FAA
to issue AD 2001–08–01, Amendment
39–12178 (66 FR 19718, April 17, 2001).
This AD requires that you accomplish
the following on certain JanAero
Devices (JanAero) 14D11 and 23D04
series fuel regulator shutoff valves used
with certain JanAero combustion
heaters that are installed on aircraft:

—Visually inspect and pressure test the
fuel regulator shutoff valves for leaks;
and

—If leaks are found, replace the fuel
regulator shutoff valve.

Accomplishment of these actions is
required in accordance with JanAero
Service Bulletin No. A–107, dated
January 8, 2001.

The affected fuel regulator shutoff
valves are part of the JanAero B1500,
B2030, B2500, B3040, B3500, B4050, or
B4500 combustion heater configuration.

This condition, if not corrected, could
result in fuel leakage in aircraft with
these combustion heaters, which could
result in an aircraft fire with consequent
damage or destruction.

What Has Happened Since AD 2001–
08–01 To Initiate This action?

Operators of aircraft with the affected
fuel regulatory shutoff valves installed
and mechanics who accomplished the
actions of the AD provided suggestions
for improvement to AD 2001–08–01.
Based on this feedback, FAA is
superseding AD 2001–08–01.
Specifically, this feedback is as follows:

—FAA should only require the visual
inspection or the pressure test, but not
both;

—FAA should call out the specific fuel
regulator shutoff valves by part
number instead of series. A series
designation allows the aircraft owner/
operator to interpret the AD
applicability instead of relying on a
clear definitive applicability;

—FAA should allow disabling the
heater as an alternative method of
compliance to the actions of the AD;
and

—FAA should include other minor
clarifying revisions or additions in the
AD, such as including former names
of JanAero Devices, Inc., adding the
website of the manufacturer, and
minor editorial corrections.

The FAA’s Determination and an
Explanation of the Provisions of This
AD

What Has FAA Decided?

After examining the circumstances
and reviewing all available information
related to the subject above, we have
determined that:
—The unsafe condition referenced in

this document still exists or could
develop on type design aircraft
equipped with either a JanAero
B1500, B2030, B2500, B3040, B3500,
B4050, or B4500 combustion heater;

—The previously-referenced issues
specified in the feedback presented to
FAA from the public should be
incorporated into AD 2001–08–01;
and –AD action should be taken in
order to correct this unsafe condition.

What Would This AD Require?

This AD supersedes AD 2001–08–01
with a new AD that retains the actions
of AD 2001–08–01, except only the
visual inspection or the pressure test is
required instead of both. This AD also
specifically calls out the specific fuel
regulator shutoff valves by part number
instead of series, includes provisions for
disabling the heater as an alternative
method of compliance, and makes other
minor clarifying revisions or additions
to the AD.

Accomplishment of this AD is still
required in accordance with JanAero
Service Bulletin No. A–107, dated
January 8, 2001.

Will I Have the Opportunity To
Comment Prior to the Issuance of the
Rule?

Because the unsafe condition
described in this document could result
in an aircraft fire with consequent
damage or destruction, FAA finds that
notice and opportunity for public prior
comment are impracticable. Therefore,
good cause exists for making this
amendment effective in less than 30
days.

Comments Invited

How Do I Comment on This AD?

Although this action is in the form of
a final rule and was not preceded by
notice and opportunity for public
comment, we invite your comments on
the rule. You may submit whatever
written data, views, or arguments you
choose. You need to include the rule’s
docket number and submit your
comments in triplicate to the address
specified under the caption ADDRESSES.
We will consider all comments received
on or before the closing date specified
above. We may amend this rule in light
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of comments received. Factual
information that supports your ideas
and suggestions is extremely helpful in
evaluating the effectiveness of the AD
action and determining whether we
need to take additional rulemaking
action.

Are There Any Specific Portions of the
AD I Should Pay Attention to?

The FAA specifically invites
comments on the overall regulatory,
economic, environmental, and energy
aspects of the rule that might suggest a
need to modify the rule. You may
examine all comments we receive before
and after the closing date of the rule in
the Rules Docket. We will file a report
in the Rules Docket that summarizes
each FAA contact with the public that
concerns the substantive parts of this
AD.

We are reviewing the writing style we
currently use in regulatory documents,
in response to the Presidential
memorandum of June 1, 1998. That
memorandum requires federal agencies
to communicate more clearly with the
public. We are interested in your
comments on whether the style of this
document is clear, and any other
suggestions you might have to improve
the clarity of FAA communications that
affect you. You can get more
information about the Presidential
memorandum and the plain language
initiative at http://
www.plainlanguage.gov.

How Can I Be Sure FAA Receives My
Comment?

If you want us to acknowledge the
receipt of your comments, you must

include a self-addressed, stamped
postcard. On the postcard, write
‘‘Comments to Docket No. 2001–CE–26–
AD.’’ We will date stamp and mail the
postcard back to you.

Regulatory Impact

Does This AD Impact Various Entities?

These regulations will not have a
substantial direct effect on the States, on
the relationship between the national
Government and the States, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, FAA
has determined that this final rule does
not have federalism implications under
Executive Order 13132.

Does This AD Involve a Significant Rule
or Regulatory Action?

The FAA has determined that this
regulation is an emergency regulation
that must be issued immediately to
correct an unsafe condition in aircraft,
and is not a significant regulatory action
under Executive Order 12866. It has
been determined further that this action
involves an emergency regulation under
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
(44 FR 11034, February 26, 1979). If it
is determined that this emergency
regulation otherwise would be
significant under DOT Regulatory
Policies and Procedures, a final
regulatory evaluation will be prepared
and placed in the Rules Docket
(otherwise, an evaluation is not
required). A copy of it, if filed, may be
obtained from the Rules Docket.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39

Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Incorporation by Reference,
Safety.

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly, under the authority
delegated to me by the Administrator,
the Federal Aviation Administration
amends part 39 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR part 39) as follows:

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVES

1. The authority citation for part 39
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.

§ 39.13 [Amended]

2. FAA amends § 39.13 by removing
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 2001–08–
01, Amendment 39–12178 (66 FR
19718, April 17, 2001), and by adding
a new AD to read as follows:
2001–17–13 Janaero Devices: Amendment

39–12404; Docket No. 2001–CE–26–AD.
Supersedes AD 2001–08–01,
Amendment 39–12178.

(a) What aircraft are affected by this AD?
This AD applies to aircraft equipped with a
JanAero Devices part number 14D11,
A14D11, B14D11, C14D11, 23D04, A23D04,
B23D04, or C23D04 fuel regulator shutoff
valve used with JanAero Devices B1500,
B2030, B2500, B3040, B3500, B4050, or
B4500 B-Series combustion heaters. The
following is a list of aircraft where the B-
Series combustion heater could be installed.
This is not a comprehensive list and aircraft
not on this list that have the heater installed
through field approval or other methods are
still affected by this AD:

Manufacturer Aircraft models

Raytheon Aircraft Corporation (Beech) .............. Beech 95–B55 Series, 58, 58TC, 58P, 60, A60, and 76.
Canadair ............................................................. CL–215, CL–215T, and CLT–415.
Cessna Aircraft Company (Cessna) ................... 208, 303, 310F, 310G, 310H, 310I, 310J, 310K, 310L, 310M, 310N, 310P, 310Q, 320C, 320D,

320E, 320F, 337 Series, 340, 340A, 414, 414A, 421, 421A, 421B, and 421C.
The New Piper Aircraft, Inc. (Piper) ................... PA–23 Series, PA–30, PA–31 Series, PA–34 Series, PA–39, and PA–44.

Note 1: The B1500, B2030, B2500, B3040,
B3500, B4050, or B4500 B-Series combustion
heaters were previously manufactured by
Janitrol, C&D, FL Aerospace, and Midland-
Ross Corporation.

(b) Who must comply with this AD?
Anyone who wishes to operate any aircraft

that is equipped with one of the above-
referenced JanAero combustion heaters must
comply with this AD.

(c) What problem does this AD address?
The actions specified by this AD are intended
to eliminate or severely reduce the potential
for fuel leakage in aircraft with these

combustion heaters, which could result in an
aircraft fire with consequent damage or
destruction.

(d) What must I do to address this
problem? To address this problem, you must
accomplish the following actions:

Action Compliance time Procedures

(1) Inspect the fuel regulator shutoff valve for
fuel leaks. Use the pressure test procedures
or visual procedures included in the service
information.

Within the next 25 hours aircraft time-in-serv-
ice (TIS) after September 11, 2001 (the ef-
fective date of this AD), unless already ac-
complished (e.g., compliance with AD
2001–08–01), and thereafter prior to install-
ing any fuel regulator shutoff valve on an
aircraft.

Locate the pressure regulatory shutoff valve
in the installation using the applicable main-
tenance manual’s regulator shutoff valve lo-
cation, removal, and installation instruc-
tions. For the pressure test or visual inspec-
tion, use the procedures in JanAero De-
vices Service Bulletin No. A–107, dated
January 8, 2001.
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Action Compliance time Procedures

(2) If no fuel leaks or no signs of fuel stains are
found during each inspection required by
paragraph (d)(1) of this AD, mark the valve
cover with the date of inspection (month/
year).

Prior to further flight after any inspection re-
quired by paragraph (d)(1) of this AD.

Use permanent ink and letters of at least 1⁄10-
inch, but no larger than 1⁄4-inch, in height
and make this mark below the date of man-
ufacturer as specified in JanAero Devices
Service Bulletin No. A–107, dated January
8, 2001.

(3) If any fuel leak(s) is/are found during any in-
spection required by paragraph (d)(1) of this
AD, replace the valve. Ensure there are no
fuel leaks in the replacement valve by fol-
lowing the inspection and identification re-
quirements of paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(2) of
this AD, respectively.

Before further flight after the inspection where
any fuel leak was found.

In accordance with the applicable mainte-
nance manual.

(4) As an alternative method of compliance to
this AD, you may disable the heater provided
you immediately comply with the inspection,
identification, and replacement requirements
of this AD when you bring the heater back
into service. Accomplish the following actions
when disabling: (i) Cap the fuel supply line;
(ii) Disconnect the electrical power and en-
sure that the connections are properly se-
cured to reduce the possibility of electrical
spark or structural damage; (iii) Inspect and
test to ensure that the cabin heater system is
disabled; (iv) Ensure that no other aircraft
system is affected by this action; (v) Ensure
there are no fuel leaks; and (vi) Fabricate a
placard with the words: ‘‘System Inoperative’’.
Install this placard at the heater control valve
within the pilot’s clear view.

If you choose this option, you must accom-
plish it before the required inspection times
(within the next 25 hours TIS after Sep-
tember 11, 2001, and thereafter prior to fur-
ther flight after installing any fuel regulator
shutoff valve on an aircraft). To bring the
heater back into service, you must accom-
plish the actions of paragraphs (d)(1),
(d)(2), and (d)(3) of this AD (inspection,
identification, and replacement, as nec-
essary).

Not Applicable.

(e) Can I comply with this AD in any other
way? You may use an alternative method of
compliance or adjust the compliance time if:

(1) Your alternative method of compliance
provides an equivalent level of safety; and

(2) The Manager, Atlanta Aircraft
Certification Office approves your
alternative. Send your request through an
FAA Principal Maintenance Inspector, who
may add comments and then send it to the
Manager, Atlanta Aircraft Certification
Office.

Note 2: This AD applies to any aircraft
with the equipment installed as identified in
paragraph (a) of this AD, regardless of
whether the aircraft has been modified,
altered, or repaired in the area subject to the
requirements of this AD. For aircraft that
have been modified, altered, or repaired so
that the performance of the requirements of
this AD is affected, the owner/operator must
request approval for an alternative method of
compliance in accordance with paragraph (e)
of this AD. The request should include an
assessment of the effect of the modification,
alteration, or repair on the unsafe condition
addressed by this AD; and, if you have not
eliminated the unsafe condition, specific
actions you propose to address it.

(f) Where can I get information about any
already-approved alternative methods of
compliance? Contact Linda M. Haynes,
Aerospace Engineer, FAA, Atlanta Aircraft
Certification Office, One Crown Center, 1895
Phoenix Boulevard, suite 450, Atlanta,
Georgia 30349; telephone: (770) 703–6091;
facsimile: (770) 703–6097.

(g) Are any service bulletins incorporated
into this AD by reference? You must
accomplish the actions required by this AD

in accordance with JanAero Devices Service
Bulletin No. A–107, dated January 8, 2001.
The Director of the Federal Register
previously approved this incorporation by
reference under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR
part 51 as of May 10, 2001 (66 FR 19720,
April 17, 2001).

(1) You can get copies from JanAero
Devices, Electrosystems-JanAero Devices,
P.O. Box 273, Fort Deposit, Alabama 36032;
telephone: (334) 227–8306; facsimile: (334)
227–8596; Internet: http://
www.kellyaerospace.com.

(2) You can look at copies at FAA, Central
Region, Office of the Regional Counsel, 901
Locust, Room 506, Kansas City, Missouri, or
at the Office of the Federal Register, 800
North Capitol Street, NW., suite 700,
Washington, DC.

(h) Does this amendment affect any other
regulation? This amendment supersedes AD
2001–08–01, Amendment 39–12178.

(i) When does this amendment become
effective? This amendment becomes effective
on September 11, 2001.

Issued in Kansas City, Missouri, on August
15, 2001.

Michael Gallagher,
Manager, Small Airplane Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 01–21010 Filed 8–20–01; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 4910–13–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 39

[Docket No. 2000–NM–369–AD; Amendment
39–12378; AD 2000–17–10 R1]

RIN 2120–AA64

Airworthiness Directives; Lockheed
Model L–1011 Series Airplanes

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment revises an
existing airworthiness directive (AD),
applicable to all Lockheed Model
L–1011–385 series airplanes, that
currently requires modifications of the
engine turbine cooling air panel at the
flight engineer/second officer’s console,
pilot’s caution and warning light panel
on the main instrument panel, and
monitoring system for the engine
turbine air temperature. That AD was
prompted by reports of an undetected
fire breaching the high speed gearbox
(HSGB) case on certain Rolls Royce
engines installed on in-service airplanes
due to lack of an internal fire detection
system within the HSGB. The actions
specified by that AD are intended to
prevent undetected fires originating
within the HSGB from breaching the
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